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PHOTOSHOP - Level 3
Duration: 1 Day 		

Time: 8.30am to 4.00pm

OVERVIEW
This 1-day Level 3 Adobe Photoshop course takes a more in-depth look at basic Photoshop principles. Our
industry experts will reinforce the techniques you developed in Level 1 and 2 Adobe Photoshop, while
introducing more complex tasks to take your skills to the next level.
Using the latest version of Adobe Photoshop, you’ll discover even more tips and tricks used by industry
professionals, so you can take home the knowledge and start editing photos in-house. You’ll learn how
to use adjustment layers, how to work with smart objects, how to use gradients on layer masks, blending
and more.
Fast-track your learning and grasp more complex concepts with hands-on training that utilises the latest
shortcuts and Photoshop techniques.
Enrol in this course if you have basic Adobe Photoshop experience and have completed our Level 1 and
Level 2 Adobe Photoshop courses.

What you will Learn:
Photoshop is a leading industry professional
program.
• Making Selections
• Photo re touching basics
• Replacing Backgrounds
• Creating a background cover
• Preparing Photo for print
• Saving Images for Web
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Filters for special effects
Saving selections and loading selections.
Adjustment layers
Putting layers into groups
Blending modes
Bevel and emboss
Working with smart objects
Using layer masks and understanding what is happening
Using a gradient on a layer mask
Transforming objects
Bringing other files
Matching backgrounds with selections
and making colour adjustments
Using the fill and opacity on a
layer and understanding the difference between the two
Using CC libraries

A big part of this Course is putting
it all together. We create a brochure
from scratch putting together all
the skills from our other days.
• Creating a brochure that we can then
take into InDesign and add text
• Matching backgrounds
from selections
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